The **Portrait Video Wall Mount** provides an easy, simple way of constructing video wall arrays from the most common to the most unique configurations. Fine X/Y/Z axis adjustment capabilities provide precise display alignment in all four corners.

Height and width can be adjusted with millimeter precision for edge-to-edge mounting. Each display mount can be secured, with screws (included) or with padlocks (not included). This increases public safety and reduces the risk of theft. Choose as many mounts as needed. Each mount includes all necessary components.

**CORE SOLUTION**

- Ordering: one mount per display.
- Compatible video wall configurations: 1 or 2 high x unlimited width.
- Display sizes: 46” to 70” diagonal.
- Maximum weight per display: 220 lbs. (100 kg).
- VESA pattern: 300 x 100 to 900 x 400.
- Depth of mount: 1.83” (46.5 mm).
- Finish: anodized aluminum and black powder coat.
- Included hardware: one wall rail with attachment hardware, two vertical hanging brackets, one universal display attachment hardware, and two endcaps.
- **Seismic rating:** Draper is able to provide seismic rated mounting solutions when specified in advance.

www.draperinc.com/contactus/avinguery.aspx

Please contact your sales team if seismic rating is required for your project.